CITIZEN SPOTLIGHT
of some sort and often tote a
barge and/or lift a bale or two.

Olaf
This issues spotlights a true blue
Revelwood fixture known as
Olaf. This quiet, unassuming,
gentle and generous fellow was
known to rip trees out of the
ground to use as kindling. At
least he used to until we politely
asked him not to.

Olaf has settled in the Chambersberg area. He is currently
quite active in establishing a
household of his own.
A lover of animals, Olaf is best
known for befriending prehistoric dogs. Immense mastiffs
that are as lovable as he. Olaf
also competes in car audio
competitions. Big dogs; Big
speakers; Big Olaf. Who could
ask for more?

Olaf has never sought recognition of any sort, but has always
been there to offer a kind word
of advise, suggest a different
method of accomplishing a task

Lady Cynthia’s Brain
Teasers

I went to the woods and got it.
After I had it, I looked for it.
The more I looked the less I liked it.
I took it home in my hand because I couldn’t find it.
What did I have?
A SPLINTER
Pronounced as one letter and written with three.
Two letters are there and two only in me.
I’m double, I’m single, I’m black, blue and gray.
I’m read from both ends and the same either way.
EYE
What runs but never walks?
What has a mouth but never talks?
What has a bed but never sleeps?
What has a head but never weeps?
RIVER
What can fly, but not stand still?
Devouring all, while eating nil.
What is wasted, but never lent?
Never earned, but always spent.
TIME

Personals
Wanted: One War. At the last Pint & Pipe,
Gunnar explained that in order for Peace to have
been declared, first War must be declared. If you
recall, the last issue of the Junk Mail announced the
attempt at a reconciliation between personalities in
both Vykland and Revelwood. The article explained that the majority of members of both
groups had maintained a friendly relationship, and
that this was not in danger of ending. Sincere
apologies were presented at the Pennsic War by
various members of Revelwood.
Gunnar has invited any and all citizens to attend the
Vykland Winter Thing and declare war. He described the need to pillage, loot, maim and kill so
that the honor of the Vykland could be restored.
Gunnar also explained that this is the way of the
Vikings, and that without an actual war, there could
be no peace. In response, Q warned him, “Be
careful, or we’ll declare peace again.”
All those wishing to declare war on Vykland are
encouraged to contact Gunnar for details.

New Teasers Next Issue
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